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臺閩地區 101 年度自學進修高級中學畢業程度學力鑑定考試試卷 

科目：英文     

注意事項： 
1.試卷上不得書寫與答案無關之文字符號圖畫，違反者以零分計。 
2.答案請寫在試卷各題答案格內，寫錯不計分。選擇題答錯不倒扣。 

一、文意字彙 ( 20 題，每題 3 分，共 60 分) 

( D ) 1. If you don’t know the _______ of a new word, you can always look it up in the dictionary. 

(A) exaggeration     (B) interaction    (C) competition    (D) definition 

( A ) 2. Nobody is perfect. Everyone has his or her weakness and _______. 

(A) strength    (B) competition   (C) memory    (D) sense 

( C ) 3. It sometimes happens that we have enough _______ for those in need but can do little for them. 

(A) average       (B) instance     (C) sympathy    (D) balance 

( D ) 4. When the earthquake happened, the little kids _______ and screamed out of fear. 

(A) calmed     (B) nominated    (C) smashed    (D) panicked 

( C ) 5. Amanda made a _______ progress in speaking English. 

(A) ridiculous      (B) disastrous     (C) substantial    (D) repetitive 

( D ) 6. Before we can put the show on the stage, we have to _______ it again and again.  

(A) reschedule   (B) reproduce     (C) restrain       (D) rehearse 

( B ) 7. Some living creatures are said to have extra-sensory perception to predict when an earthquake is going to _______. 

(A) neglect      (B) strike     (C) oppress   (D) accomplish 

( A ) 8. Those who suffer from _______ violence are well advised to call 113 for assistance. 

(A) domestic    (B) democratic    (C) delicate    (D) diligent 

( C ) 9. Many traditions today are passed down to us from our _______. 

(A) victims         (B) experts     (C) ancestors     (D) employers 

( D ) 10. It is my aunt’s everyday _______ checking her email and replying to them. 

(A) influence   (B) nature  (C) purpose  (D) routine 

( A ) 11. This corporation bought out several smaller companies and demonstrated strong _______ in the business world. 

(A) aggressiveness (B) heaviness  (C) promptness (D) completeness 

( A ) 12. The witness described the suspect so _______ that the police solved the case within two hours. 

(A) precisely   (B) regularly  (C) roughly  (D) consequently 

( B ) 13. The author _______ all the adventures he experienced while traveling in Africa in his latest book. There are many exciting 

descriptions of the adventures. 

(A) coincided  (B) detailed  (C) observed  (D) announced 

( C ) 14. After Peter was fired, he and his wife often got into an argument, _______ over money. 

(A) thankfully  (B) immediately (C) mostly  (D) gradually 

( D ) 15. The documentary film _______ Michael Jackson’s legendary life. 

(A) discharges  (B) interferes  (C) announces  (D) features 
( C ) 16. A small _______ of toys manufactured by this toy company did not pass the safety check. 

(A) amount          (B) percent (C) percentage    (D) deal 

( B ) 17. All the employees in this well-organized company carry out their jobs _______. 

(A) particularly  (B) efficiently  (C) mercifully  (D) invisibly 

( B ) 18. According to agricultural experts, too many artificial _______ will decrease the productivity of land. 

(A) animators  (B) fertilizers  (C) governors  (D) employers 

( D ) 19. Italy won their first world soccer _______ by beating France in the finals. 

(A) companionship (B) membership (C) leadership  (D) championship 

( C ) 20. Since Ted’s suggestion was not _______ by all the other members in the meeting, the manager asked him to make some 

changes on this plan. 

(A) accomplished  (B) average  (C) acceptable  (D) appropriate 
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二、綜合測驗 ( 20 題，每題 2 分，共 40 分) 

( C ) 1. _______ Mark got the bad news, he burst into tears. 

(A) As long as     (B) As early as    (C) As soon as    (D) As well as 

( B ) 2. Some students find _______ hard to memorize English words. 

(A) that        (B) it      (C) this     (D) which 

( C ) 3. _______ David is saying is not easy to understand.  

(A) It is      (B) If      (C) What   (D) How 

( D ) 4. Steven always goes to bed late.  _______ does he go to school on time. 

(A) Only     (B) When    (C) Which    (D) Hardly 

( A ) 5. The little girl got lost. _______ what to do next, she started to cry. 

(A) Not knowing     (B) Not known    (C) Knowing not  (D) Because not knowing 

( D ) 6. _______ at the wonderful performance of the pianist, the audience gave him a big hand. 

(A) Amaze     (B) To amaze   (C) Amazing    (D) Amazed 
( A ) 7. _______ his teacher’s order, the boy went out to play without finishing his homework.  

(A) In spite of     (B) Although     (C) Owing to     (D) Regardless 

( B ) 8. It never _______ to me that I could win the national championship in the speech contest.  

(A) hit      (B) occurred    (C) turned     (D) preferred 

( C ) 9. It _______ a bad idea to go surfing in such terrible weather. It is very possible that we catch a bad cold. 

(A) seems that  (B) seems being (C) seems to be (D) seems as 

( B ) 10. The fire was _______ fierce _______ all the houses nearby were burned to the ground. 

(A) such; that   (B) so; that  (C) too; to  (D) such; as 
( B ) 11. The number of people who came to the mall’s grand opening _______ 200,000. 

(A) were (B) was (C) have         (D) has 

( B ) 12. _______ people want a job with low pay but much work.  

(A) Little    (B) Few   (C) A little  (D) A few 

( C ) 13. Liza sounded _______ when I told her we were going out to dinner.  

(A) exciting   (B) excitingly  (C) excited  (D) excitedly 

( C ) 14. Joyce had her hair _______ the next day after a perm. 

(A) washing   (B) to wash  (C) washed  (D) wash 

( A ) 15. Before the exam, all my other family members must keep their voices down _______ my sister may concentrate on her 

lessons. 

(A) so that   (B) lest   (C) in case  (D) while 

( D ) 16. Whether you like it _______ not, you have to face the challenge.  

(A) but    (B) so    (C) and   (D) or 

( B ) 17. When it comes to _______ a speech, Joey is the best in the class.  

(A) give    (B) giving    (C) gave   (D) given 

( D ) 18. _______ feeling tired out after a long day’s work, Gina was energetic and went to the pub dancing all night.  

(A) No longer  (B) Because of (C) Other than  (D) Instead of 

( A ) 19. You _______ me yesterday. I was waiting for your call all night.  

(A) should have called (B) should call  (C) must have called (D) shouldn’t have called 

( D ) 20. The earthquake not only damaged the buildings _______ took some people’s lives.  

(A) and    (B) as well   (C) in addition to   (D) but also 

 


